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The Silk Oil of Morocco Trio Eye Palette is a such a great versatile product that you will be obsessed with! It can be used on your Eyes as a 
Shadow, Eyeliner and to enhance those Brows!  The highly pigmented pressed powder is enriched with Cold pressed Certified Organic Argan 
Oil and provides flawless colour to instantly enhance and brighten eyes. This Trio Eye Palette will give you a gorgeous Natural day look and 
also can give you a night Glamour rich smokey eye look with a combination of all the Matte finishes. Suitable for any eye colour and all skin 

tones and occasions, this long wearing mineral formula blends smoothly and builds beautifully. A professional eye shadow available in a 
ready-made palette with each colour coming with a convenient magnetic backing for you to be able to refill as and when.
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All Silk Oil of Morocco Cosmetic Products
Silk Oil of Morocco Makeup Brushes

COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

• Infused with Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil
• Smooth mineral formulation
• Highly pigmented colour
• Blends and builds beautifully
• Long-wearing
•  Offered in ready-made palettes with convenient magnetic 

backing providing an effortless application and refill option

BENEFITS

12 months after opening. 24 months unopened

EXPIRY DATE/SHELF LIFE

• Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil
• Mica & Zinc Oxide (Light Reflecting Mineral ingredients)

• Vitamin E
• Quality Colours

KEY INGREDIENTS

Recyclable

PACKAGING MATERIAL

7

OTHER

Mica, Isoeicosane, Magnesium Stearate, Polyethylene, Nylon-12, 
Boron Nitride, Polyisobutene, Zinc Oxide, Zea Mays Starch, 
Lauroyl Lysine, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, PTFE, Lecithin, 

Synthetic Wax, Silica, Zinc Stearate, Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil*,
Dimethicone, Tocopherol, C12-14 Isoparaffin, C13-16 Isoparaffin, 
C13-15 Alkane, May Contain +/- CI 77491, CI 77492, CI 77499, CI

77891, CI 77289, CI 77007, CI 77742, CI 77266, CI 75470, CI 
77163, CI 77288, CI 15850, CI 45370, CI 77510, CI 42090, CI 

45410, CI 19140, Tin Oxide. *Certified Organic.
Contains Nut Oils

INGREDIENTS



RAVEN
SHIMMER

OMC018-RA
B91

MOCHA
MATTE

OMC018-MOC
B21

CHESTNUT
MATTE

OMC017-CHE
C2
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FAQS
WHAT SIZES ARE AVAILABLE? PAN SIZE 3g Net Wt. 0.10 oz., PALETTE: 3 X 3g Net Wt. 0.40 oz.

IS THE ARGAN EYE TRIO PALETTE MATTE OR SHIMMER FINISH? Chestnut, Mocha, and Raven are a combination of matte and shimmer, see 
below

KEY INGREDIENTS
Cold Pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil - (Argania Spinosa Kernel Oil) is obtained from the fruit kernel of the Argan Tree. Rich in Vitamin E, 
antioxidants, omega-6 and omega-9 essential fatty acids all of which assist in providing moisture, hydration and shine

Mica – is used to impart a sparkly white appearance to cosmetics giving a shimmer effect

Isoeicosane – provides a satiny smooth feel to skin

Zinc Oxide – derived from Mineral Ingredients and works as a natural sunscreen agent by reflecting and scattering UV rays

Silica – derived from mineral and can help with absorbing moisture and acts as an anticaking agent

Nylon- 12 – used as an absorbent and assist in providing mattifying properties

Magnesium Stearate & Boron Nitride –to enhance texture, improve slip, help absorb oils and provides a smooth finish

Polyisobutene – a versatile synthetic polymer used as a thickener and film-forming agent

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride – a gentle moisturiser derived from coconut and glycerin

Vitamin E – (Tocopherol) acts as an antioxidant and assists with skin conditioning

Highly Pigmented Quality Colours – including iron oxides to provide colour to enhance and brighten eyes and facial features
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MOCHA is a stunning deep matte brown. Densely pack Mocha 
into the outer corners of the upper lid for a deep Smokey eye. 
Do the same along the lower lash line for a cohesive eye look. 
Mocha can also be used as a contour/ bronzer shade for 
deeper skin tones. For cheek application, apply Mocha under 
the cheek bones and anywhere on the face in which you wish 
to create a shadow. Use a wet angled brush to use Mocha as a 
smoky eyeliner and using the same brush use to enhance and 
shape your brows

RAVEN is a stunning black shade with a small hint of shimmer. 
Apply Raven to the outer corner, of a deep eye look for a fierce 
Cat eye look. Use a wet angled brush to use Raven as a smoky 
eyeliner.

CHESTNUT has a warm undertone, designed to contour 
medium to dark skin tones. It creates a natural sculpt 
to define cheekbones, slim the nose and enhance facial 
features. For eye Application, apply Chestnut along the 
upper eye lid and all throughout the crease for a flawless 
transition shade. Use a wet angled brush to use Chestnut as 
a smoky eyeliner and using the same brush use to enhance 
and shape your brows.

PAN SIZE 3g Net Wt. 0.10 oz.
PALETTE: 3 X 3g Net Wt. 0.40 oz.

MANUFACTURED IN USA

@SILKOILOFMOROCCO

WWW.SILKOILOFMOROCCO.COM

BENEFITS:
• Infused with Cold Pressed Certified Organic 
Argan Oil
• Smooth mineral formulation
• Highly pigmented colour
• Blends and builds beautifully
• Long-wearing
• Offered in ready-made palettes with 
convenient magnetic backing providing an 
effortless application and refill option

The Silk Oil of Morocco Trio Eye Palette is a such a great versatile product that you will be obsessed with! It can be used 
on your Eyes as a Shadow, Eyeliner and to enhance those Brows!  The highly pigmented pressed powder is enriched with 
Cold pressed Certified Organic Argan Oil and provides flawless colour to instantly enhance and brighten eyes. This Trio 
Eye Palette will give you a gorgeous Natural day look and also can give you a night Glamour rich smokey eye look with a 
combination of all the Matte finishes. Suitable for any eye colour and all skin tones and occasions, this long wearing 
mineral formula blends smoothly and builds beautifully. A professional eye shadow available in a ready-made palette 
with each colour coming with a convenient magnetic backing for you to be able to refill as and when.

INGREDIENTS: 
Mica, Isoeicosane, Magnesium Stearate, Polyethylene, 
Nylon-12, Boron Nitride, Polyisobutene, Zinc Oxide, Zea Mays 
Starch, Lauroyl Lysine, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride, PTFE, 
Lecithin, Synthetic Wax, Silica, Zinc Stearate, Argania Spinosa 
Kernel Oil*, Dimethicone, Tocopherol, C12-14 Isoparaffin, 
C13-16 Isoparaffin, C13-15 Alkane, May Contain +/- CI 77491, 
CI 77492, CI 77499, CI 77891, CI 77289, CI 77007, CI 77742, CI 
77266, CI 75470, CI 77163, CI 77288, CI 15850, CI 45370, CI 
77510, CI 42090, CI 45410, CI 19140, Tin Oxide. *Certified 
Organic. Contains Nut OilsHEAD OFFICE: 

TOTALLY HAIR DIRECT PTY LTD
UNIT 2, 13 REDCLIFFE GARDENS DRIVE 
CLONTARF, QLD 4019 AUSTRALIA 
TEL: +61(0)7 3880 3380

Silk oil of Morocco Argan Eye Trio
 - Line, Shape & Contour Palette

CHESTNUT has a warm undertone, designed 
to contour medium to dark skin tones. It 
creates a natural sculpt to define cheekbones, 
slim the nose and enhance facial features. For 
eye Application, apply Chestnut along the 
upper eye lid and all throughout the crease for 
a flawless transition shade. Use a wet angled 
brush to use Chestnut as a smoky eyeliner and 
using the same brush use to enhance and 
shape your brows.

MOCHA is a stunning deep matte brown. 
Densely pack Mocha into the outer corners of 
the upper lid for a deep Smokey eye. Do the 
same along the lower lash line for a cohesive 
eye look. Mocha can also be used as a 
contour/ bronzer shade for deeper skin tones. 
For cheek application, apply Mocha under the 
cheek bones and anywhere on the face in 
which you wish to create a shadow. Use a wet 
angled brush to use Mocha as a smoky 
eyeliner and using the same brush use to 
enhance and shape your brows

RAVEN is a stunning black shade with a small 
hint of shimmer. Apply Raven to the outer 
corner, of a deep eye look for a fierce Cat eye 
look. Use a wet angled brush to use Raven as a 
smoky eyeliner.


